[Prophylactic long-term therapy of affective disorders with lithium, valproic acid and carbamazepine--effectiveness and cost-effectiveness].
Affective disorders have a substantial public health impact due to morbidity, mortality, quality of life impairment and economic implications. There has been renewed debate of the efficacy and effectiveness of Lithium in long-term treatment of affective disorders. In the present paper current literature is discussed with a focus on the routine use of Lithium (effectiveness) and on cost aspects. Recent reviews have confirmed the prophylactic efficacy of Lithium in bipolar affective disorders. However, there is some evidence that effectiveness studies do not hold what efficacy research would promise. Non-compliance is likely to be a major reason for this. Lithium response rates have declined in recent studies. This may be related to diagnostic change (broader concept of affective disorders) and more widespread Lithium use. Non-compliance in patients taking Lithium is a primary factor in relapse with substantial cost effects (due to inpatient care). Current studies compare Lithium with Valproic acid/divalproex, and find cost advantages for the latter possibly due to better compliance. A special suicide-preventive effect has only been proven for Lithium. To ensure the full prophylactic potential of Lithium compliance needs to be improved. Future studies will compare Lithium with Valproic acid/divalproex, Carbamazepine and new treatment strategies more detailed.